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Proco´s blocking tools assembled on a couple of DN600 pipes for district heating.

Proco Services raises the bar
Demand for our services has increased steadily since 2005. Our last 
twelve-month period shows a record high performance of 1000 opera-
tions on pressurized pipes, of which 700 was line stopping. A steady 
growth of interest from customers within trades such as district heat-
ing, HVAC, water and sewerage have accordingly led to recruitment  
of new employees at Proco Services. New technicians and a salesman 
are now hired to meet the increased demand for our services.

We are also delighted to inform that we have invested in new tools 
with a widely increased working range. Italian company Ravetti will 
supply us with their new generation of line stopping tools which will 
enable us to execute line stopping of pipes with up to 24 bar of pressure 
and 120 °C.

A new generation of Proco tools are currently being developed in 
Stockholm. Technical tool features will decrease the number of steps  
in our work process, which consequently will speed up the execution of 
our line stopping operations. The tools are further designed to minimize 
the fittings we leave on the pipes once we are finished with our operation. 

Our new tools will broaden our work range and allow us to perform 
several simultaneous line stopping operations of pipes with the same 
dimension. 

Enhanced working range
	 l ine	stopping	 hot	tapping

Pipe dimension  DN10–DN600  DN10–DN∞

Pressure  ≤ 24 bar  ≤ 25 bar

Temperature  -10° till 120 °C  -20 till 200 °C

Substance  Water, hot water, steam, 
in pipe compressed air, lye, sludge, 
 glycol, gases, alkalis, oils etc.
  
Pipe material  Steel, stainless steel, copper, 
 plastic, concrete etc.

Increased presence  
with our customers
First of September was the first 
day of our new technical salesman 
Kristofer Jonsson. He will be an im-
portant asset and link to our commit-
ment to increase our presence with 
customers and partners. Kristofer 
Jonsson holds a M. Sc. in industrial 
engineering and has experience from 
project management, sales support  
and third party verifications. Kristofer 
Jonssons´ ambition is to have a close 
dialogue with existing and new  
customers and together search for 
safe and efficient solutions.

You can meet Kristofer in our  
stand A08:21 at “Fjärrvärmemässan” 
between 27–29 September.


